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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION — SAVINGS MEASURES 

470. Mr I.C. BLAYNEY to the Premier: 
Thank you, Mr Speaker, for the supplementary question. As the Premier has seen from the Darling Range 
by-election, the people in the city are just as angry as the people in regional areas about his government’s 
mean-spirited cuts to regional services. Once again, will the Premier commit to reversing the cuts to services or is 
he not interested in governing for all of Western Australia? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Do you care about the cuts to remote Indigenous housing? 
Mr I.C. Blayney: Yes, I do. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: You do! I finally have someone on the opposite side who has actually said something mildly 
supportive! The only thing the Liberal and National Parties have said is, “Yes, I do” care about it. That is the extent 
of what members opposite have had to say. 
Have you taken it up with your federal colleagues, member for Geraldton? He has a federal member of Parliament. 
I bet he has not had anything — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members, you — 
Dr M.D. Nahan: He asked us the question. 

The SPEAKER: I do not care. When the Premier is on his feet, he is the only one who is allowed to speak. You 
wanted a supplementary question; you have got it. Let the Premier answer it. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: Members opposite had absolutely no involvement in pursuing this issue on behalf of the 
most vulnerable people in Western Australia, most of whom live in one or two of their electorates. Members 
opposite are not out there. Who are they? It is Melissa Price and whoever else is the other federal MP—
Rick Wilson. Melissa Price and Rick Wilson are both magnificently ineffectual at taking up this case on behalf of 
people in Western Australia, whom the Liberal and National Parties clearly could not care less about. 
The SPEAKER: Thank you. That is the end of question time. 
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